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From: Gregory Cwalina \V1
To: Cwalina, Gregory; Jarriel, Lisamarie; Vito, David '

Date: 1/8/04 9:52AM ;
Subject: Re: Fwd: Salem Safety Culture

I think calling her to discuss Dave's issue is a good idea, but you should get Lisa's opinion also. I just did
a similar call on -qn allegation here in HQ.

>>> David Vito 12/29103 01:12PM >>>
-SENSITIVE ALLEGATION INFORMATION-

.PROTECT APPROPRIATELY -

Greg and Lisa,

Attached is our answer to the questions posed to Li, btDL. However, please bedvd ed that we have
not as yet divulged our knowledge ofthealleger an essues to DL. I know thas has spoken with

DL on a few occasions, and he has e-mailed me once indicating his knowledge of the issue, and his
intentions to monitor our efforts. But since we don't feel she has gone into the status of a "widely known
alleger" (as yet), we have not involved DL to date. I know that will make things difficult for you in terms of
providing feedback to DL. So, if you have a suggestion, pleaI Iemeknow how you would like to handle.
If you believe it's appropriate, I would have no problem calline~up and telling her of DL's interest in ouru
efforts, and asking her if it would be OK to discuss this matter wit'l him. JI
>>> Lisamarie Jarriel 12/23/03 04:32PM >>>
Gentlemen,

Take a look at the attached email from D. Lochbaum concerning Salem/HC. He asks:

a) Is the safetyculture inqu ry.bei conducted by staff from Region I? e.- .5

b) If not, then by whom?
c) Which NRC inspection procedure is governing the inquiry4

Can you two talk on the 29th and Greg, you call Dave L. for me.

Thanks, Lisa

CC: Barber, Scott; Harrison, Leanne; Holody, Daniel; Johnson, Sharon; Meyer, Glenn;
Miller, Hubert J.; Neff, Eileen; Wiggins, James; Wilson, Ernest
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